Welcome to our
Celebration of Learning
June 2020
Dear Parents and Carers,
I am thrilled to be able to share with you our first "Celebration of Learning" booklet.

This is something that we will be creating each month as we go forward, as a mechanism of sharing the fabulous
learning that is happening at our school and also to keep you fully informed of our progress towards our vision of being
an Outstanding school. Things that I know you share my passion for.
As I have communicated repeatedly over the lockdown period, this has been a very unusual time for all of us and I truly
value your commitment to your children and their education in whatever way this has taken place. Some families have
completed online learning daily, whilst others have engaged by completing paper packs. It has been a real pleasure to
see the pride the children and yourselves have taken in this really important work. Thank you!
Our online learning platforms will remain in place, regardless of what the return to school in September may look like.
It is a valuable tool not only for communication but for additional learning and activities that we may need the children
to take part in.
Many thanks
Mrs Pink
Headteacher

Jermyn Crescent
Sheffield
S12 4QE
Tel: 0114 2399106
Email: enquiries@birleyspaacademy.co.uk

Celebration of
Learning
June 2020

Dear Parents and Carers,
The worldwide pandemic of 2020 has recently changed the lives of everyone. We have never experienced
or prepared for anything like this and it will be looked back on as a significant historic event.
Since the lockdown came into force on Friday 20th March, many of the children at Birley Spa have been
learning at home, carefully supported by their teachers. The Showbie and Tapestry online platforms have
proven to be an excellent way for staff to communicate with their children. Furthermore, they have
enabled children and parents to share the wonderful home learning that has taken place. We would like to
thank you enormously for your continued support during this difficult time and for encouraging your
child/children to complete the tasks and activities set.
As always, the children at Birley Spa have risen to the challenge superbly (both at home and in school).
Therefore, we would to take this opportunity to share some of the fantastic projects and home/school
learning activities that children have completed during the last three months (from Nursery to Year 6).
At school, we always put the child’s well-being at the centre of our thinking. We acknowledge that the
children will have had different experiences during this unprecedented time. However, the common thread
running through all is the loss of routine, structure, friendship, opportunity and freedom. These losses can
trigger anxiety in any child. Some of you may have experienced this with your own children.

Therefore, as we support more of our children in returning to school safely in September, our attention
shifts towards implementing a recovery curriculum that meets the needs of every child. At Birley Spa, our
recovery curriculum programme will be a balance of revisiting the ‘lost learning’ whilst at the same time reestablishing positive learning behaviours.
I look forward to sharing more details regarding our recovery curriculum over the next few weeks.

Mr Simon Smith
Deputy Headteacher

EYFS Celebration
of Learning
June 2020
Phase Leader Update
Dear Parents and Carers,

I hope you are all keeping safe and well. It feels far too long since we were all together in school and we
have missed playing and learning with the children every day. Now our phased return of FS1, FS2 , Y1 and
Y6 pupils has begun, we have enjoyed hearing the sounds of children in school but wanted to celebrate the
achievement of those of you who are learning at home.

This has been a very difficult time for us all, however having contact with you all through Tapestry has kept
us all feeling positive and all of the staff appreciate the amazing efforts you have all been putting into your
home learning!

I’d like to take this opportunity to share some of the wonderful work our children have completed
throughout the lockdown period.
Thank you again for all of your contributions, I wish we could share them all!

Best wishes
Ms Peck

Birley Spa Primary Academy EYFS Celebration of Work: June 2020

FS1 - Ducklings
Lots of exciting home learning has been completed in FS1. We have been learning all about creatures that
live in the sea. When our book of the week was ‘Shark in the Dark,’ the children explored rhyming words and
animals who live in the sea.
We have been so busy experimenting with different ways of making sea animals and using our imagination to
create under water animals.

James created his own under water world
with three sea animals which he counted
very carefully

Charlotte learned about all the different
animals that live in a rock pool

William used a
paper plate to
make his whale

Amie was very creative using lego
to make her whale
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FS2 – Class Whirlow and Class Heeley
Our theme in EYFS before half term was Growing and since the break we have been learning more about
Under the Sea. Ms Peck, Miss Warner and Mrs Thomas have enjoyed sharing one of their favourite stories
with you each week and setting you a new challenge each day.
Recently, our Book of the Week was ‘Supertato’. In this book, Evil Pea took Whirlow Pig and Heeley Pig. We
made posters, maps and traps to help Supertato find them. We also counted the vegetables in our fridges and
made some of them into super veggies!
When our Book of the Week was ‘What the Ladybird Heard’ we learnt how to draw like Lydia Monks and
counted and shared the spots on our ladybirds.
We have been so busy!

George made his 3
dogs out of lego. It
was quite tricky but
he kept trying!

Jayden counting the spots
on his ladybird. He had to
concentrate very hard

Irene completed her Cosmic yoga.
She said ‘It makes me feel calm’

Arianna made a rainbow starfish.
She had to think carefully about the
rainbow colours
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FS2 – Class Whirlow and Class Heeley
We have been learning lots of facts about sea creatures. Did you know that sharks have 6 rows of teeth
and can have up to 3000 teeth at a time! They also never stop moving, even when they are asleep!

We have also been learning about plastic pollution and how it can hurt sea creatures.
Here are a few examples of the amazing home learning about different animals and sea creatures.

Harry solved mathematical word problems
related to the story The Snail and the Whale

Isaac wrote a fact file with all of the
interesting facts he knows about sharks

Ben answered comprehension questions
about the story The Storm Whale

Joshua went on a litter pick around the local area and then
made a fantastic poster about plastic pollution

Phase 1
Celebration of
Learning
June 2020

Phase Leader Update
Dear Parents and Carers,
I hope you are all keeping safe and well. Over the last couple of weeks our school has welcomed more
children back from years N, F2, Y1 and Y6. It has been great to have more children back in the building and
take a big step towards returning to normality.
I understand that this has been a very difficult time for each family within our school community, however I
really appreciate all of the hard work that has taken place at home in order to work with your children to
complete the work their teachers have been setting for them. The response to our online learning platform
has been brilliant and I am thrilled that the children have been engaging so well with Mathletics, Get Epic
and Numbots as well. You should be very proud of your own improved IT skills. Equally I understand that
accessing the platform has not been as easy for some families for several reasons and so I am also really
pleased that you have ensured your child has not developed any gaps in their knowledge and understanding
by regularly completing and returning the paper packs.
We would love to know what else your child has been learning throughout the lockdown period. Please
share this information along with any photographs with your child’s teacher to enable us to celebrate these
achievements or send us some information through School Comms.
I’d like to take this opportunity to share some of the amazing work our children have completed so far
throughout the lockdown period.

Thank you,
Mrs Unwin
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Year 1 – Class Don and Class Sheaf
In Year One, our topics have been 'Paws, Claws and Whiskers' and 'Rio de Vida'. Throughout these topics
we have been investigating what lives in the rain forest, learning about different animals and thinking
about their habitats. The children have used their Design and Technology skills to make bird boxes, bug
hotels, animal sculptures and rain sticks. Well done!

In English we have focused on fiction and non-fiction books featuring animals and have applied this
knowledge to complete science tasks. In our writing we have been focusing on using adjectives in order to
make our sentences more descriptive. We have also been using our inference skills to make predictions
and have been working on using punctuation correctly.
We are so proud of all your hard work Year One, keep it up.
Miss Whitworth and Mrs. Allan
RIVER HUME – ART PROJECT
YEAR 1 – SHEAF – MISS WHITWOTH – APRIL 2020

Osca created rain shakers to recreate the calming
sounds of the rain

River used his cutting and painting
skills to create a model animal

Oliver designed and built a bird feeder

Chloe practiced her
painting skills to make a
giraffe model
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Year 2 – Class Endcliffe and Class Norfolk
During the last half term our topic in Year 2 was “Which animals wriggle, crawl and roam?”. Throughout the
topic we have explored different living things and their habitats. The children investigated a range of
habitats by visiting local areas close to home and also completed research for those around the world.
Following this Year 2 children created their own bug hotels using items we could find such as logs, twigs and
wood items.
In English we considered a range of different books including fiction and non fiction titles which focused on
living things and their habitats. We have practiced reading fluently and using the text to carefully answer
comprehension questions. Our writing focae have ranged from narratives to diary entries and we have even
had lots of fun writing our own animal related poems!
Well done to all of the Y2 children for their hard work and determination over the last few months. Keep it
up!

Mrs Unwin and Miss Wilson

Thomas used natural materials to
create a nature collage

Daniel has practiced his
spellings each week

Harriet went on a
minibeast hunt

John-Henry practicing addition on
Mathletics
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Year 3 – Class Crucible and Class Lyceum
In Year 3 we have been learning about the Rain Forest. We have learnt about weather systems and climates
around the worked and how they are different and produced some postcards and weather reports.
We have found out that the Rain Forest has many layers and that each layer supports a variety of different
wild life. We have carried out research and found out about the multiple types of animals living in the Rain
Forest and used our writing skills to create animal fact files. Layla found out that there are 372 different
species of parrot! We are going to be learning about plants and how they transport water to the different
parts in the coming weeks.
Well done for all your hard work so far Year 3, keep it up!
Mrs Roberts and Miss Gostelow

Loreena and Scarlet applied their knowledge of poem structure in order to write their own

Jessica used her collage skills to create
a rainbow

Caleb carefully used dienes to support him
whilst working on Mathletics

Sophia in Y6’s Art work

Phase 2
Celebration of
Learning
June 2020
Phase Leader Update
Dear Parents and Carers,
I hope that everyone is safe and well. It has certainly been a strange and testing time over the past few months, but it

has been truly amazing to hear and see such fantastic success stories from so many children from across all of the year
groups. Thank you for your continued support with this and showing your commitment to our school and the children.
The quality of the home learning taking place has been exceptional. I have read fabulous stories and newspaper

articles, looked in awe at paintings and sculptures, and even seen designs for prototype fairground rides develop into
excellent models of the real things, I am so impressed!
The writing skills, design and evaluation skills, and the art skills being shared by our wonderful children are magnificent!

I am so proud of each and every one of them.
Earlier this month, our school, along with many others across the county, began to welcome back more children from

eligible year groups. It has been wonderful to see additional children back in our classrooms, smiling and having fun
with their learning. It is something that all of the adults in school have missed.
Everyone at school would love to know about any new skills you and the children have learnt since working from home.

Have you been cooking, gardening or started a new hobby? Whatever it may be, please send a photograph or write a
message to your class teacher or email the school office so that we can celebrate together.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to share some of the amazing work our children have completed so far
throughout the lockdown period.
Thank you,

Mr Walsh
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Year 4 – Class Kelham and Class Weston
Our Y4 topic work has focused on Playlist and Roadtrip USA. Some of the work the children have submitted
has been truly innovative - we've even had pupils making their own Native American dream catcher!
In English, we have explored a range of genres. The children have produced some particularly memorable
work based on writing a persuasive letter to Virgin Holidays to earn a free class holiday to America. Across
both topics, the children displayed fantastic creative writing which involved a process of planning, writing and
evaluating/editing. They also demonstrated some of the key features of persuasive writing which included
facts and evidence, emotive language and thinking and feeling verbs.
We have covered several aspects of the
wider curriculum in our topic work - for example,
from understanding how the ear works as part of the science curriculum, to demonstrating how vibrations
make sound through creating our own instruments as well as original artwork based on how music makes us
feel. We have been really impressed with what we've seen - keep it up!

Miss Landowski, Miss Harper and Mr Blake

Charles used his creative
ideas in this Art work

Jorja and Sidney learnt about Native
American Culture and how they used
dream catchers as part of their traditions

Matilda applied her skills of
persuasion to this letter

Ava learnt how to use water colours
in her art work

Xander used different strokes with
his paint brush to create this art
work
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Year 5 – Class Millennium and Class Graves
Our home learning topics in Y5 have been Stargazers, Scream Machine and we are currently focusing on rivers
of the world. We have designed and made our own theme parks and rides which were truly outstanding. We
then moved on to designing our theme park cafes and restaurants, and planning menus of the food we would
serve. Finally, as a celebration of our work, we chose items from our menus to create with our parents and
adults at home. We uploaded photographs and carried out our food tasting with family members. We are
currently learning about the many wonderful rivers of the world. We have chosen our own river to research
and produced some artwork to go along side it. What was the aim of the research? Did anyone find out any
interesting facts?
In English, we have been focusing on improving our spelling, punctuation and grammar skills and have used
our online learning tool SPAG.COM. We have also produced some expressive writing including letters,
persuasion, information texts and narratives. In maths we have been completing daily units on Mathletics
and TT Rockstars. Our scores across all units have been improving week on week.
Mrs Williamson and Mr Jackson

Tania’s Ice Cream Stand

Finlay’s Model Carriage

Noah used his creativity in
this Comic

Daniel learnt how to write a
Newspaper

Dexter learnt how to write a
persuasive Letter
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Year 6 – Class Bolsover and Class Peveril
In year 6, we have been learning about the different styles of art through the ages. In addition to this, we
have studied some of the work by famous artists such as Pablo Picasso, Vincent Van Gough and Salvador Dali.
The children created mini fact files and recreated some of their masterpieces.
Along with our wider curriculum work, we have also l spent time learning about The Easter Story and its
significance for Christians today, the importance of VE Day and how that relates to the current situation the
world is navigating and we even completed an alternative SATs paper full of quizzes and games.
It has been amazing to see the time and effort that you have all put into your work. Keep up the great work
and we hope to see you all soon.

Mr Walsh and Miss Mooney

Grace’s Dali Art work

Lilia’s creative story

Finley’s Picasso Art work
Lily learnt about The Last Supper and
wrote a diary entry

Maddy O learnt about The Easter
Story and wrote a poem
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Shirebrook - Mrs Barrett – A very, very proud teacher!
We started lockdown learning at the
beginning of spring with a scavenger hunt in
our gardens or local area. Benjamin took
photos of all the signs of spring he had
observed and posted this amazing collage
Petra drew and painted hers
making sure they were the same
on both sides
We’ve had to work hard to
keep all the skills we had
learned before Lockdown.
Everyone has been busy
with their maths and Jamie
has really enjoyed using
Mathletics – on his own
and with friends!

Mrs Barrett sent all the
children seeds to plant at
home. Petra was
excited and planted hers
straight away using the
instructions we had created

Joshua found butterflies
on his hunt and inspired us
all to create some fantastic
symmetrical pictures

The children had to decide who
would help them to pull up a
giant vegetable, in the
Enormous
Turnip
Lockdown
Challenge

Oliver enjoyed
planting seeds at
home

Jamie and Benjamin remembered to make sure
their lines started with the biggest person and
ended with the smallest – just like in the story!
He also did an amazing
observational drawing
of one too!

